HWIP CASE STUDY

STAFF & FACULTY YOGA

YOGA/FITNESS CLASSES

D E PA R T M E N T

PR OJEC T D E SCRI PTION

First Year Programs, Arts

Recognizing a gap in wellness resources specifically for staff,
the First Year Arts department launched weekly yoga classes for
faculty and staff at the Irving K. Barber Learning Centre in 2016.
They found an excellent instructor through UBC Recreation who
lead classes that included both physical movement and
meditation and were tailored to the varying experiences and
abilities in the group. A portion of the HWIP grant was used to
purchase yoga mats and blocks.
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ABOUT HWIP
The Healthy Workplace
Initiatives Program (HWIP) is
an annual fund available to
UBC departments and units
to support grassroots
activities that promote
wellbeing in the workplace.
The program provides startup funds and support for
health-related, sustainable
initiatives.
www.hr.ubc.ca/hwip

Colleagues in the building and in other Arts units were invited to
attend these classes, allowing First Year Arts staff and faculty to
engage with people outside of their own small units with whom
they normally would not interact with on a regular basis. While
the classes were free for First Year Arts staff and faculty, a small
fee was charged for others who attended. These nominal fees,
along with some departmental funding, allowed the yoga
classes to continue beyond the HWIP funding period.

“Support from our Chair [was the most effective
resource in working to ensure the success of the
initiative]. She attended the classes and
recognized the importance of
healthy workplace exercise.”
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K EY TO S U C C E SS

VAL UABL E OUTC OME S

Key to the success of this initiative
was leadership support.

Class participants, many of whom
attended weekly classes for
several years, built up a yoga
practice and reported
experiencing reduced stress and
increased flexibility.

The Department Chair supported
the initiative by allowing some
“soft funds” to be utilized for
subsidizing the cost of ongoing
classes. They also attended yoga
classes along with other staff and
faculty, modeling the importance
of taking breaks and integrating
wellbeing practices during the
workday.
By regularly attending, they were
also able to see the positive
impacts the classes had on staff
and faculty and justify continued
financial support for the initiative.

S U S TA I NAB I LI T Y
One challenge to implementing
this initiative was finding dates
and times for weekly classes that
worked for everyone who wanted
to participate.
While weekly classes eventually
came to an end in November
2019 when scheduling became
too difficult, the First Year Arts
department still contracts with
their yoga instructor for
occasional workshops and special
events.

They also improved their mental
and social health by taking time
away from their desks during the
work day and building
relationships and sense of
community with other attendees.
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ADV I CE F OR F U TU RE H WI P G RAN TEE S
Make it accessible for participants and
listen to their interests and needs
Try to find an instructor who knows how to work with
varying abilities and experience. Choose a time and
location that is convenient for your group and create
a safe environment where they feel comfortable. The
yoga classes could have accommodated more
people in a larger room, which would also have
allowed more fees to be collected, but the
participants expressed appreciating the small group,
the convenient location, and peaceful room. So, the
classes were kept small and intimate.

“It wasn’t a lack of interest but rather an issue with scheduling [that brought the
classes to an end]… Actually, I was in conversation with [our yoga instructor] to do a
couple of one-off workshops in the summer. [Because] the desire and demand were
there, it’s just a the weekly scheduling was more difficult.
We’ll see if we ever get back to that.”
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